
 

Benefiting your budget and the climate  

Kludi fittings help save water and energy – and reduce costs 
 
Menden/Essen, September 2022. There’s never been a time when it’s been so important 
to use water and energy sparingly in our homes – particularly in the bathroom and 
kitchen. Energy prices have risen so dramatically as a consequence of the Russian war 
with Ukraine that many household budgets are being stretched to their limits. On top of 
this, there is uncertainty about sufficient energy supplies, which is pushing everyone to 
reduce consumption wherever they can. Finally, climate change has resulted in an 
alarming situation with regard to water supplies this summer and has left behind a trail of 
devastation for people, the environment and the economy in many parts of Europe. 
 
Considerable reduction in costs, but not in comfort 
“This just goes to show that there are many reasons to adopt a sustainable approach to 
water and energy. Modern water-saving technologies in our fittings and shower heads 
play a key role here, as well as one’s own consumption habits. The most important point, 
however, is that these technologies literally pay for themselves in cash,” explains Arndt 
Papenfuß, Marketing Director and Head of Product Management at fittings specialist 
Kludi (www.kludi.com). 
 
Indeed, generating hot water for the bathroom and kitchen requires a substantial amount 
of energy, which represents considerable costs. By means of example, the Energy Advi-
sory Service of the Rhineland-Palatinate Consumer Advice Centre has calculated that a 
6-minute shower at 39 °C – based on average values for Germany – with a 12-litre per 
minute shower head uses as much energy as “watching 20 hours of TV or charging a 
smartphone 15 times”. 
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Huge savings potential: ∆Eth = c • m • (T2 – T1) 
Calculations from the Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt confirm that huge savings can 
be made, particularly by reducing the flow volume. Scientists have determined that a 10-
minute shower at 39 °C, consuming 150 litres of water, uses up 5.1 kilowatt-hours (kWh) 
of energy. In comparison, however, Kludi’s nine-litre head or hand shower – available in 
several ranges, including A-QA, Freshline and Logo – reduces the amount of energy 
needed to heat the water to a mere 3.0 kWh, for the same length of shower and water 
temperature. “This saves over 40% energy,” confirms Papenfuß. “For a family of four, 
who shower every day and are at home 325 days per year, this adds up to a saving of 
2,730 kWh per year.” That makes a huge difference in terms of money! Assuming a 
gross gas price of €0.08 per kilowatt hour, this translates as a reduction in energy costs 
of at least €218. The same savings can be achieved by lowering the temperature of the 
shower, but according to the Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt, the water needs to be a 
maximum of 27 °C!  
 
Five litres or less per minute as standard 
Showers are not the only places where water and energy can be saved. Many of Kludi’s 
washbasin and kitchen fittings also come equipped with water-saving technologies. 
These technologies limit the flow rate of the new Kludi Nova Fonte Pura single-lever mix-
ers to five litres of water per minute. On selected models in the Pure Function range, as 
well as several in the Amba, Balance, Zenta and Zenta SL series, this drops to just 3.8 
litres of water per minute. “These technologies don’t compromise on comfort. Less water 
coming out of a washbasin fitting or shower head definitely shouldn’t feel like less water,” 
explains Marketing Director Papenfuß. “To prevent this, we’ve put in place sophisticated 
flow technologies and enrich the water with air.” From autumn this year, all of Kludi’s 
washbasin fittings will have a flow volume of five litres per minute – or less – as stand-
ard. “We want to help people reduce their energy costs significantly,” adds Papenfuß. “A 
sustainable approach to water and energy consumption also plays an active role in pro-
tecting our environment.”  
 
Save even more with Kludi EcoPlus or sensor fittings 
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Twenty-four selected Kludi washbasin and kitchen fittings come with the EcoPlus func-
tion for even greater energy efficiency. This function ensures that cold water is delivered 
when the handle is in the standard central position – in contrast to conventional fittings, 
which deliver a mixture of hot and cold and require energy to heat the water. Battery-op-
erated electronic sensor fittings are an attractive solution for anyone wanting to save 
even more water. Easy to retro-fit, these use infrared technology to ensure that water 
only flows when it is actually needed. Furthermore, Kludi’s electronically operated fittings 
also have a reduced flow volume. Selected models of the sensor mixers Balance E and 
Zenta deliver no more than 1.9 litres of water per minute. 
 
 

*** 
Captions 
 
 

 

 

 
Save on water, but not on comfort: The large, 
round Kludi A-QA shower head with its nine-litre 
flow rate delivers a luxuriant, generous shower of 
water. 
Photo: KLUDI GmbH & Co. KG 
[[2022_PI_KLUDI_Energie- Wassersparen_01.tif]] 
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Robert Habeck, Germany’s Minister of Economic 
Affairs and Climate Action, is right: Using less 
water in the shower pays off. The energy used to 
heat shower water decreases significantly when 
there’s less flow, as calculations by the Tech-
nische Hochschule Ingolstadt confirm. The lower 
the rate, the lower the energy costs. 
Photo: KLUDI GmbH & Co. KG 
[[2022_PI_KLUDI_Energie- und Wassersparen_02a.jpg 
and 2022_PI_KLUDI_Energie- und Wassersparen_02b.jpg] 
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Energy savings and climate protection start in the 
shower: Kludi’s water-saving shower heads are 
fitted with flow rate restrictors – sophisticated 
technological solutions that help reduce both en-
ergy and operating costs. 
Photo: KLUDI GmbH & Co. KG 
[[2022_PI_KLUDI_Energie- Wassersparen_03.tif]] 

 

 

 
Achetype of a new era With a flow rate of just five 
litres per minute, Kludi Nova Fonte Pura single-
lever mixers also respond to today’s demands for 
sustainability in terms of energy and water effi-
ciency. 
Photo: KLUDI GmbH & Co. KG 
[[2022_PI_KLUDI_Energie- Wassersparen_04.tif]] 
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Help saving energy: From autumn 2022, all of 
Kludi’s washbasin fittings in the Smart Luxury and 
Pure Function ranges will come with a flow vol-
ume of five litres per minute – or less – as stand-
ard. This represents a 40% water saving, com-
pared to conventional fittings. 
Photo: KLUDI GmbH & Co. KG 
[[2022_PI_KLUDI_Energie- Wassersparen_05.tif]] 

 
 

 

 

 
Save even more! The EcoPlus function fitted to 
24 Kludi washbasin and kitchen fittings ensures 
that only cold water is delivered when the handle 
is in the standard central position. Conventional 
fittings deliver both hot and cold in this position, 
which requires energy to heat the water as soon 
as the lever is opened. 
Photo: KLUDI GmbH & Co. KG 
[[2022_PI_KLUDI_Energie- Wassersparen_06.tif]] 
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The sink is also a good starting place to use wa-
ter and energy sparingly: One way to do this is 
with the Kludi E-GO hybrid fitting, which delivers 
a mere five-litres of water per minute thanks to 
sensor operation. 
Photo: KLUDI GmbH & Co. KG 
[[2022_PI_KLUDI_Energie- Wassersparen_07.tif]] 

 

 

 

 
Twice as much energy efficiency: Thanks to inte-
grated infrared technology, water only flows out 
of Kludi’s sensor fittings when it’s needed – and 
at a significantly lower volume. 
Photo: KLUDI GmbH & Co. KG 
[[2022_PI_KLUDI_Energie- Wassersparen_08.tif]] 
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Kludi – the Sauerland-based fittings specialist 
Kludi GmbH & Co. KG, a family business founded in Germany’s Sauerland region in 1926, represents al-
most 100 years of experience in the development and manufacture of high-quality bathroom and kitchen fit-
tings. As a long-established fittings specialist, we are committed to producing products that combine out-
standing ‘Made in Germany’ manufacturing quality, maximum functionality, innovative technologies and top-
class design in a unique way. Kludi has never ceased to drive product development within the bathroom and 
kitchen sectors with its groundbreaking solutions. Based in Menden in western Germany, the company has 
some 170 inventions and 100 patents to its name. It is therefore no surprise that Kludi has received numer-
ous awards, most recently the “German Innovation Award” and the “Red Dot Design Award”. It has also 
been included in the “TOP 100 Innovators” among German small and medium-sized businesses.  

 
Kludi fittings are not only used in countless private homes and apartments, but also in internationally re-
nowned projects such as the German headquarters of L’Oréal: Horizon J1 in Düsseldorf, the elegant 
Kayumanis Private Villa & Spa Hotel in Yangshuo, the five-star Sheraton Grand Krakow hotel in Krakow, the 
Karolinenhof residential complex in Regensburg and the trendy Urban Loft boutique hotel in the heart of Co-
logne. 

 
The Kludi Group employs around 900 people in its sales and production companies, located in eleven differ-
ent countries across Europe and Asia. Kludi fittings are manufactured in the company’s fully integrated main 
manufacturing site in Menden, as well as in Hornstein (Austria), Diósd (Hungary) and the United Arab Emir-
ates. From here, they are exported to over 100 different countries around the world. Kludi has been part of 
the RAK Ceramics Group since 2022. 
 
You can find out more about Kludi, the Sauerland-based fittings specialist, at www.kludi.com 

 
*** 

 
Further information:  Kludi Corporate Communications 
    Press Agency 

KommunikationsKonsortium 
Dr. Carsten Tessmer 
Am Tief 24, 26409 Wittmund, Germany 
Mobile: +49 (0) 160 9913 6380 
kludi@kommunikationskonsortium.com 
 
Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
Katrin Wiedemann 
Am Vogelsang 31–33, 58706 Menden, Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0) 2373 904-0 
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